Resting oxygen consumption in over- and underfed rats with lateral hypothalamic lesions.
Rats maintaining stable, reduced body weights following lateral hypothalamic (LH) lesions were given either ad lib amounts of a palatable liquid diet or restricted amounts of a hydrated chow diet. The palatable diet produced weight gains while the diet restriction led to weight reductions in both LH- and sham-lesioned rats. Body composition analysis indicated that these changes in body mass were accounted for largely by changes in carcass fat. Resting oxygen consumption (expressed relative to body weight raised to the 3/4 power) was altered by both dietary regimens. Resting oxygen consumption in sham-lesioned rats increased by 5% following overfeeding and decreased by 13% following food restriction. LH-lesioned rats made similar responses to these dietary challenges. Overfed LH-lesioned rats increased their rate of resting oxygen consumption by 11%. Underfed LH-lesioned rats decreased oxygen consumption by 11%. These findings provide further evidence that rats with LH lesions defend a reduced level of body weight. The changes in energy expenditure that mitigate weight change in sham-lesioned animals are also present in LH-lesioned rats. In the latter, however, these adjustments serve to stabilize body weight at a lower level.